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Chairman’s Comment
Hi all - warning - summer may be approaching - beware lorries full of well-made
hay! Joking apart - hopefully everyone is enjoying less mud & more clement
conditions. If, by the time you receive this newsletter, you have overheated, I
won’t be surprised. May all your Rides be successful, your water bins brim full,
& your slosh bottles topped up! Enjoy your season

This year we are celebrating 25 years of Offa's Dyke Group Rides, & your
Committee are hoping, with this in mind, that many of you will join us for our
Celebratory Annual Meeting & Trophy Evening in December this year.

The theme is (obviously) silver - the dress code comfortably, smart-casual as
usual, - but maybe we could add some silver to our turnout?

We have a new venue - 'The Priory' in Monmouth, & specific details will appear
in the October Newsletter. Suffice to say, we have booked a hog roast as well
as tasty vegetarian alternatives, and have decided to start a little earlier, to
enable members to have a head start on parking places near the venue! Please
remember - 6.30 for a 7pm start.

Of course, all members are welcome to the BAM & Trophy Evening, and we are
hoping to encourage a cheerful party atmosphere, since recent years have felt a
little bit impersonal (to me at least|).

The hog roast will be a ticketed event, free of charge to members +1. Additional
friends will be welcome, but their tickets paid for, & all will need to be booked
in advance, for catering purposes.

Do please plan to join us this year - it will be a little different & a lot of
fun!............

Heather
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Editor’s Comment
Hi all

I hope you are all enjoying the lovely weather (at last). I personally hope it lasts
a few more weeks until the Cranham National Ride, which I’m organizing.

You may remember last year it was one of the casualties of the horrendously
wet summer and I had to cancel 2 weeks before. The venue was soggy. The
farmer’s cows were up to their knees in mud & the woodland tracks were
unrideable. The same amount of work goes into the preparation in a cancelled
ride and then you have the job of undoing everything – including contacting 100
entrants! Fingers crossed this fabulous weather continues til the end of July.

My longsuffering hubby Rob has been a tower of strength helping me prepare
for my first solo attempt as National Ride Organiser. He’s been out several
evenings with me on bicycles trying to learn parts of the route to mark and
check. We’ve also been out clearing tracks with fallen branches & trimming
overgrown stretches. We haven’t used our bikes for years & the hills were a bit
of a shock (particularly since I seem to have only 2nd gear now).

I hope lots of you will come and compete at Cranham this year. We have classes
from 16k pleasure ride up to 64k GER- so something for everyone. Full details on
page 5 of the newsletter. Please send your entries ASAP. Last year we were full
before the closing date- I’d hate any OD members to miss out! If you can’t ride
this year, please offer to help.
Even ½ a day would be great!

Meanwhile I’ve started riding my 5
year old gelding Vlacq Halcyon
Hallmark (Harry to his friends). We
may build up to a fun ride by the
end of the year.

Carolyn Edwards
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Don’t forget all the fabulous awards available to Offa’s Dyke
Members and Associate Members.

Remember ‘you’ve got to be in it to win it’. So you need to complete your
trophy card & send it to Chris Wray at the end of the season. It’s amazing how
few people send in their form and last year some of the trophies weren’t
awarded, as no one eligible had sent in their form. Please have a look at the list
of trophies awards. If you can’t find yours, it’s on the OD website. If you have
any questions about the awards, please ask Chris (contact details page 2)

Cranham is the last OD National
ride this year and a chance to get
lots of points towards the Offa’s
Dyke Challenge Trophy. For this
trophy the points from your best
3 OD rides count. It does also
include Fun Rides & Pleasure
Rides. This lovely Trophy was
donated by Carolyn Edwards in
memory of her mare Tarr Steps
Hannah, who tragically died in
2007. Last year it was won by
Fiona Griffiths (pictured receiving
it from Heather Evans)
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Cranham Ride National Ride
Sunday 28 July 2013

As newsletter editor I’m unashamedly plugging ‘my’ ride. Please enter & enjoy
this varied and interesting ride. We are extremely lucky to have a 40k route over
four private estates on the Cotswold Escarpment along with some public
bridlways. This takes in a mixture of open fields and ancient beech woodlands.

Following the damage by rain to permissive bridleways in recent years, we are
grateful to the Landowners giving us permission to use alternative tracks for the
day of the ride only. This has greatly improved the route, particularly the early
and late parts and those of you who have ridden Cranham for years will find
some new bits.

We have 3 short cuts on the route to accommodate distances from 16k to 64k.
But it will be well marked with clear signs at the route divergences (Rob will see
to that – he loves making signs!). The map & talk round are on the OD website
for you to look at. Don’t be worried by the short cuts – it will be very clear.

This year the 64k class do the full 40k route and then vet at the venue followed
by the 24k short route. The 48k class does two loops of the 24k route, passing
through the venue. This is a good option if you want to do it without a crew.

I hope to have most of the gates open with permission of the landowners, but
we are in stock country and there will be a few fields with ‘occupants’ so I
would be very grateful of volunteers to man the remaining few gates. If you
can only manage half a day – that would be a great help. If we have enough
volunteers of help it would also be nice to offer water at a couple of points.
Please let me know if you can help.

Performance Formula Prizes
For the first time at Cranham, we are having performance formula awards for
the 30k and 40k GER classes, both open and novice. The formula takes into
account the speed and pulse to calculate placings – giving an element of fun
competition in addition to your normal gradings. We have engraved medals for
the first 3 places in each of the 4 classes and the winner of each will have a
photo of their choice from the ride kindly donated by our photographer Celia
Saunders. Awards will be announced the day after the ride & posted out.
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Black Mountains Fun Ride
Sunday 11 August

Thanks to Nicola Davies for organising this popular ride. Space at the
venue is limited so please book early to be sure of a place. Places will be
limited and no entries will be accepted on the day.

Come and join us in the Black Mountains on the 11th August. The ride
has a mixture of quiet country lanes, forest track and spectacular open
mountain.

2 routes - approximately 18 or 25km (11 & 16 miles) - you can decide at
the checkpoint.

Venue: Trewysgoed, Forest Coal Pit, Near Abergavenny, NP7
7LW (same venue as previous years), OS Landranger 161 Grid ref - 273
203.

Limited parking so entries have to be limited and we will not be able to
accept entries on the day.

Please do not use SatNav to get to venue - specific route instructions will
be sent to you with your map.

Entries: Nicola Davies, Pentre Hendy, Twyn Allwys road, Govilon,
Abergavenny, Monmouthshire, NP7 9RT
Tel: 07968928870
Email: contact

Full details on the website
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Bwlch Raid Fun Ride
Sunday 22 September

Fiona tells us she’s all set for the Bwlch Raid Ride. She has a new venue with
good road access. It has toilets, water and food available.

The route will have 12k 15k and 25k options and you can repeat loops if you
like. There is one steep hill up and lots of grassy tracks with plenty of water on
route.

This ride is partly in aid of Riding for the Disabled, with the surplus money split
between RDA and Offa’s Dyke Group.

Fiona says it is a great way to get your horses fit for the Red Dragon ride.

Full details on the website

The following poem is from my favourite contributor Piers Geddes. Ed

Belinda remarked, with the greatest assurance,
That Thomas would really enjoy some endurance.

“You’re joking,” I said. “A middleweight cob?”
“I’m not,” she replied, “he’ll be just the job.”

Well, of course he was fit from our long-distance walks,
Over hill-top and moor, haunt of buzzards and hawks;

So over the country we thundered and pranced,
From novice to open, and so to advanced.

And then the dear Borna appeared at my side,
A real ballerina, delightful to ride;

The sweetest of mares, so loyal and true,
Who all of endurance from foalhood well knew.

A few little outings, good training, good fun,
Till four novice rides, and each a grade one.

Her heavyweight sweetheart upon her, she danced
From novice to open, and so to advanced.
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Now what of Shyama, from Romsey in Hants,
With elegant canter, the stuff of romance?

Like everyone starting, our hopes in the sky,
It sometimes appeared we were riding that high;

And though we were dogged, tried hard as we could,
The bad days just seemed to outnumber the good.

No clear explanation? It’s just how it chanced.
From novice to open, but never advanced.

Have you met Arabella, that’s Shaikh Al Jassan?
You’ll find him at grass at the back of the barn.

He’s not very big, though a bulldog in build,
Yet how many times has his rider he thrilled?

He’s Mr O’Flynn and he can’t bear to wait,
His career kicking off up at Ludlow aged eight;

Like a jouster in combat, the targets he’s lanced,
From novice to open, and so to advanced.

And what of the others who’ve tried at the sport,
Such as Tsar, who never did all that he ought?

Or the horses to come, whose future you’ll share,
The closest companion in all that you dare.

If pilots can fly, and rowers still paddle,
It’s right you should try and remain in the saddle;
It’s almost like age, when backward you glanced,

From novice to open, and so to advanced.

Now have a good supper and clean all the tack,
And hitch up the trailer that’s parked out the back;

There’s a ride coming up that you ought to attempt –
From the spur of achievement you’re rarely exempt.

And Four-Legs is waiting, your partner and guide,
To win you success at the end of the ride.
Ambition in ruins, or slightly enhanced?

From novice to open, and so to advanced.

Piers Geddes
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Treworgan Training Day Sunday 26 May

Sunday 26th May was a very good day! - Schooling & fun with Elvis on a
pleasant day, amongst friends on a farm, with not a vet in sight...oh, except Gill
wearing a stethoscope.....Excellent!

Offa's Dyke Group organised a really useful & enjoyable Training Day at the end
of May, suitable for all levels of membership, & the take up was good.

Those of us who attended were able to benefit from the expertise of some of
the most experienced endurance riders in the country, not just our group!

Pam James exercised us in small groups for schooling in pace management,
which we then put in to practice on the wonderful farm tracks of Treworgan
Farm, near Ross-on-Wye. There were measured distances, a time keeper, a
table of speeds, & the weather was perfect. The sun warned up as the day
progressed, which was good, as this was real vet gate practice.

We were advised to start at a steady pace, & do the subsequent circuit, after
passing the vetting, a little faster. Some of us did three circuits (phases), & it
proved a really useful workout, as well as a Training Day.
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Time Keeper on the day Chris Wray completed a spread sheet of all his & Steve
Rogerson's timings of loops & phases, as well as times to present, and speed
computations, which have been e-mailed to each participating rider. The results
are most enlightening!

Many thanks to Gill Talbot, Rachael & Sarah Rogerson, Lesley Dunn, Pam James,
Chris Wray, Steve Rogerson, et al, for their help & time & advice.

A very good day indeed! Heather

Offa’s Dyke Training Day 26th May

I need to say a huge thank you to everyone involved in organizing and helping
out on the training day at Treworgan Farm.

I took my 4 ½ year old arab gelding, Omar, along. He is a complete beginner as
he has not even done a pleasure ride yet. I am lucky to have a school at home
but the out riding involves lots of roads so he has not even hacked out on his
own. So I was looking forward to the chance to see what he could do over
decent going in a relatively safe environment. I also thought it would be good
experience for him to work around strange horses, with all the associated bustle
of an ‘event’.

We found the venue very easily, thanks
to all the well placed signs on the way
in. There was ample parking, the sun
was out, all looked very promising.
Then in to the arena for our schooling
session with Pam James. After some
quick introductions she had us all
working our horses to improve rhythm
and balance. The session finished with
some work over coloured poles, a first
for Omar who stepped happily over
them and generally went where the
pilot pointed him. Then we had a go in
trot, he started to really enjoy himself,
and put in a bit of an effort taking the last at a canter stride. Seems I will have to
introduce some pole work at home.
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The next phase of the training was out on tracks around the farm. The course
had been marked up so that we could judge our pace and practice settling our
horses into that all-important steady rhythm. I was teamed up with another
green horse, we were a little concerned that we would go round in circles as
both horses are used to having a lead, but to my delight Omar decided that
today was the day to grow up, and off he went in front.

The tracks were a delight to ride, Omar is barefoot so the going is really
important. We managed a good pace, enjoyed the weather and the wonderful
countryside. There are some lovely sections where you can really settle into a
long striding trot or easy canter and a nice hill to really test their stamina.

On return to the ‘vet gate’ I was met by lots of willing helpers who instructed
me in the art of cooling my horse and monitoring heart rate, something I have
never done before. Omar wasn’t too sure about the sponges, or being tickled by
the heart rate monitor, so once again, all excellent experience for him and a
learning curve for me. Heart rate down and it was time to present to Gill Talbot
who was acting as ‘vet’ for the day. Omar trotted up well, all that work at home
with the Dually has paid off, and heart rates were good. Gill gave me some
valuable tips on the best way to handle the horse so that he presents well.
Omar thought the stethoscope tickled and was firmly told to keep his back foot
on the floor as kicking the vet will not win friends!

My partner for the first loop had thrown a shoe and as I was wondering what I
should do, Sarah Rogerson offered to ride around with us. She and her mare
were great company, and we picked up the pace. Omar once again taking the
lead past a scary log pile, what a brave grown up boy. We stopped for a drink at
the stream crossing, more good practice, and finished our loop in good time.
Omar enjoyed his sponges now that he knew they were not going to eat him
and presented to the vet with lower heart rates than our first loop.

So all finished, and several firsts ticked off for my little man. He took the day so
calmly and learnt so much I was bursting with pride. This would not have been
possible without all the planning and help on the day. This was the best possible
training for my young horse and I learnt and achieved far more than I had set
out to. Thank you Offa’s Dyke. I hope I will be meeting up with you all again
soon.

Sarah Lincoln
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How to lose a stone in weight over night? !

Answer: Organise the Blaenavon Ride.

This was my 7th year running the ride. Should be a well-oiled affair!!
For the last 2 years I’ve scheduled the ride for the first weekend in July, despite this
the tracks have been wet and muddy thanks to our freaky weather system . So at
Christmas I organised with the landlord at the Whistle Inn to move the date to the
middle of July in the hope that my luck would change with the weather. NO !!!

My Mum and I marked the route on foot on the Thursday and Friday afternoons. We
ended up with soggy feet and soaked to the skin on both occasions. My spaniel Cai
ended up with more orange spray paint on him than on the bracken and gorse I’d
sprayed.

1st headache: Lying awake listening to the heavy rain on Friday night. Would my
markers get washed away? Busy working next day so couldn’t do any remarking.

2nd headache: Phone call from friend on Saturday evening .Did I know there were 30
caravans parked up on the venue field. Phone call to landlord “ Don’t worry we’ll fit
everyone in “No sleep that night ,where else can I find parking, what if etc.

Arrive at the venue by 8.30 am, mist descending over the hill. Did I leave enough
markers ?
Hope no-one gets lost.

For the next two hours we had a constant stream of horseboxes and trailers arriving.
Angry Caravaners who’s lie in had been disturbed and woke to be greeted by piles of
dung !

- Riders asking if I had spare girths, stirrups and brushing boots.
- Note to ride organisers, bring second hand tack shop with you !
- Health and safety out the window. Trailers squeezed up against caravans and

their awnings.
- 10.30 am the steam train announces it’s arrival with a loud hoot and whistle.

Pub’s not called the Whistle Inn for nothing!
- Oh yes it was also Father’s day. So by midday several cars were pulling into the

car park to treat Dad to Sunday lunch. I had to have eyes in the back of my head
as they parked up against trailer ramps, so proud that they’d found a parking
space !
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- Riders started to arrive back at the venue, hand back wet bids and chose their
rosettes.

- Phone call from rider, parked up at the farm away from the venue. “Can you
help? My trailer ramp as fallen off “

- Yes now let me consult my risk assessment form for what to do. Oh dear I
hadn’t planned for that incident!

- Two wet cold horses now needed transport back to the Chepstow area.
- My brain by now was very rusty, not been able to absorb any solar rays for at

least a week!
- Landlord to rescue, abandoned his post serving beer, still in his slippers was

despatched, tools in hand to fix trailer ramp.
- Note to ride organisers –please add welding gear to ride equipment list!

Finally arrived home at 6pm (5 minutes drive away) 56 wet bibs to dry out, but relief
no-one lost. Just delayed as some riders mistook fun ride for Pub crawl on horseback!

Many thanks to all my helpers, Martin and Lesley Moore, Phillipa Cherryson, John
Jones and Cliff Herbert the pub landlord . A special thanks to Barbara Elwell for her
generous donation to our Jubilee ride rosettes.

Belinda Stewart

Thanks to Belinda for that hilarious insight into running her ride (me next with

Cranham - help!) As a postscript to Belinda’s article – the following email was

received next day from the poor soul who’s trailer ramp fell off!

A big thank you to Belinda for the great ride on Sunday, wonderful scenery, even in

the rain.

I would also like my thanks passed on to all those that helped with my trailer .What a

lovely friendly bunch of people, we got home safe and well , thanks to the guys who

fixed my trailer ramp.

Please pass this message on to all concerned.

Caroline Tyrrell
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Schooling/ Massage lesson Saturday 8 June

Feedback from some of the partcipants

Having organised this training evening and looking forward to participating with

Prophet, I unfortunately succumbed to a migraine on the day & so had to spectate.

Luckily Rob was my Chauffeur and photographer (as well as holding horses for people

etc)

(Fran Brown stretching her horse with guidance from Rachel)

We were blessed with a glorious evening, which meant we could enjoy the huge

outdoor ménage for the polework schooling and do the massage and stretching

outside in the sunshine.

Everyone who took part enjoyed the event and some of them were kind enough to

send me their thoughts about how it went:
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From Debbie Williams:

(Carole teaching Wendy Clyde, Barbara Lawrence, Helen Barratt and Debbie Williams)

I enjoyed the sessions very much and the weather was fantastic which always helps.

The schooling was great for Woody as it was calm and lots to think about as he starts

to play up if he thinks something is boring but the session kept him focused.

The massage went very quickly and Rachel had lots to cram in. It was a shame the

barn did not work out but it was lovely standing out in the sunshine. The session just

gave us a taster of some simple techniques to help keep your horse supple and

working to the best of its ability. An insight into a very complex topic.

Debbie

From Barbara Lawrence

The lesson from Carol was very helpful as always. In part it taught us to steer our

horses with our legs instead of reins and to encourage them to be supple using
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multiple poles. This was a great exercise for us all and provided an excellent

opportunity for all four horses to excel. Once again Carol gave riders confidence with

this new exercise and it was clear that every horse progressed throughout. Helen said

her mare had never before been schooled over poles but turned in a star

performance

(Lesley Dunn and Franzara thoroughly enjoying themselves. Zara hadn’t done pole work for

years, but had a fab time!)

Rachel provided an interesting demonstration of massage and its many benefits for

horses. Rachel also showed us how to stretch our mount’s forelegs and hindlegs after

warming up. The exercises, when done regularly, will improve mobility and

suppleness which is always a good thing for Endurance. She showed us how to

achieve this safely for the rider in wearing suitable footwear and for the horse in

choosing a safe surface.

It was all very enjoyable, so thank you Carolyn for organizing this summer lesson (the

weather makes a real difference too). Barbara

From Margaret Barry
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Yes it was an

Enjoyable lesson. Carol

in her usual good way

helped each Rider as

Individuals and made

it interesting for all

Rachel showing us the

different Massaging

techniques made a

good end to the lesson. Thanks for your work Margo

Thanks to Piers for the following. I particularly like his reference to me as the ‘noble

editor Carolyn’

Only a fool or a sheikh, I thought, would tackle the higher distances

at Golden Horseshoe this year. Rotten weather and cancelled rides

would put off anyone else. But that was wrong of course, and a fair

number entered them though with mixed success. Lower down the

scale, the idea was to enter Cadwaladr the racing cob in the new

40km novice class, and for Flynn, whose endurance career has

shown signs of faltering, to try the Exmoor Experience of 80km over

two days. Cadwaladr’s jockey Barbara Rees guided him round with

skill and success – if anyone had ever suggested Cadwal at the

Horseshoe I’d have said they were dreaming – and then gamely took

on Flynn next day when I went lame. Their first 40km was

completed but at a cost, for they briefly parted company when Flynn

ungenerously spooked at full trot and then cantered on. A horribly
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bruised and painful ankle now kyboshed day two. But they were all

very helpful at Tiverton Minor Injuries Unit, and the ankle was

unbroken.

Well, it was all going to plan but unfortunately not mine. The

second day of the Exmoor Eighty dawned cold and wet and

miserable; a perfect day, then, to be warmed by others’ triumphs,

principally those of Karen Jones and our noble editor Carolyn.

Spotted at viewpoints, those two horses and their riders looked

bright and happy and in fine shape. It was wonderful to see. But

please, keep a place in your heart for that Haflinger pony which

completed its hundred miles, trotted up sound, but whose heartrate

remained stubbornly at 80 bpm. Everything was theirs but the

prize. That was hard.

Now, how do you get two cars, two trailers and two horses back

home, with only one driver? Lots of driving and the stamina of the

injured party pulled it off. Every Horseshoe is different, and this one

certainly was.

One of the attractions of endurance is the proportion of riding to

preparation. For dressage or jumping, say, a few minutes’ action is

set against hours of fiddling around. Not a good return. But at

Exmoor Mr Wonderful here set a new world record, of one hour in

the saddle and six days of running about. Beat that! So here’s to

next year. I’ll be there even if I have to be lashed to the saddle. I

hope.

Piers Geddes
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Thanks to Gill Talbot for the second part of this series from her newsletter archive.
Part 3 to follow in October.

Beating the Metabolic Pull
Part 2 - Gut Motility
Reprinted from Endurance News, July 2000
Susan Garlinghouse, MS

In the second article of this series, factors affecting gut motility and how
they help maintain metabolic integrity will be discussed. Remember that
last month's article introduced a list of priorities in avoiding a metabolic
crisis during an endurance ride---first, pay attention to hydration; second,
to gut motility, a very closely related issue; and as a distant third, attend
to maintaining energy balance. Maintaining the first two factors exerts
such a positive effect on the metabolic whole that overall performance
and recovery will be improved even before energy balance is addressed.
Later strategies to increase energy throughout the ride then become icing
on the cake, while still maintaining strong metabolic scores during vet
checks.

The term "gut motility" refers to the normal sounds of digestion audible via
stethoscope through the abdominal wall, and provides a good indication
of the stress level being experienced by the horse. Under normal
circumstances, the gastrointestinal tract of the horse generally maintains
a slow, constant churning (or peristalsis) as food is digested and moves
through the system. Horses and other herbivores evolved to a diet of
forages maintain this churning action not only after a meal, but
continuously over hours and days as the high fiber portions are fermented
and slowly broken down and absorbed into the bloodstream. Control of
the digestive process is maintained by circulating hormones, and is
subject to a priority system when the body is under stress, as during
strenous exercise. As the exertion level increases beyond that which is
easily maintained, the body assumes that the animal is under attack and
is fleeing for its life---physiologically, it does not make the distinction
between a life-threatening emergency and simply a prolonged, over-
enthusiastic gallop. Complex hormonal signals adjust the distribution of
blood flow to maximally support the cardiovascular and muscular systems
to continue its "escape"; maintain support to the vital organs such as
heart and brain; and temporarily diverts blood flow away from those
systems uninvolved in the "fight or flight" response, such as the digestive
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tract. As a result, blood flow to the hind gut gradually decreases as stress
and the intensity of exercise increases, and motility concurrently slows or
stops. If motility is decreased for long enough, colic eventually results as
gas and fluids begin to accumulate, causing distention and pain. Although
there are many causes of colic, slow gut sounds at a vet check are almost
always related to decreased blood flow to the intestinal tract, which in turn
is almost always related to the body being pushed beyond it current
capacity and into a state of physiological emergency.

Remember from the previous article that dehydration has a profound
effect on efficiency of the cardiovascular system. As plasma volume
decreases, blood thickens and becomes less fluid, requiring the heart to
work harder to transport oxygen and other resources throughout the
body. Likewise, as plasma electrolyte supplies become depleted, the
efficiency of cellular function, including muscle, also decreases. The net
result is that a dehydrated horse's body more readily goes into a
physiological state of emergency, diverting blood flow away from the
digestive tract, than does one that is fully hydrated. A vicious cycle is
created in that dehydration and electrolyte imbalance directly causes a
decrease in intestinal motility, while the loss in motility impairs the horse's
ability to absorb the fluid and electrolytes needed to correct the situation.
A critical point to understand that even though a ride's terrain,
temperature and speed may not differ greatly from training rides at home,
minor variations in conditions can cause a cascade of physiological
effects that have a significant impact on the metabolic well-being of the
horse. Never make the mistake of thinking that because your horse easily
exercises at a certain speed at home without turning a hair, that he will
automatically do just as well at that speed during competition. He might,
but then he might not! Sometimes even such minor details as level of
excitement (of both horse and rider) can affect the body's response to
fatigue and stress. Especially in relatively inexperienced endurance
horses, continually assess your horse and adjust to meet the change.

As with many other issues in endurance riding, there are many shades of
gray in determining the degree of metabolic trouble. Few riders take the
time to check gut sounds out on the trail, but carrying a stethoscope just
in case is always a good idea. Changes in attitude, lack of interest in
eating or drinking and signs of dehydration warrant a quick check in all
four quadrants on both sides. While fully accurate interpretation of gut
sounds is not easily learned without veterinary training, simply being
familiar with your horse's normal frequency and characteristics will help
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you identify brewing trouble out on the trail if a veterinarian is not readily
available.

What to do if faced with potential colic either at or between vet checks?
Recognize that poor gut sounds are an indication that the horse is
exercising beyond his current capacity, creating a progressive state of
physiological stress. If you are out on the trail and moving towards a vet
check, the obvious first answer is to slow down. Decreasing the demand
on the cardiovascular and muscular systems will allow the body to
recover and reduce the emergency status it is responding to. As the body
moves back towards recovery, blood diversion away from the digestive
tract will eventually begin to reverse itself and intestinal activity will
improve as blood flow returns. Helping the horse to recover does not
necessarily mean stopping entirely to rest. In fact, gut activity will be
improved if you keep moving steadily. Research has indicated that blood
flow to the digestive system, and therefore maximum efficiency of the
digestive process, occurs when the horse is exercising at approximately
20% of his maximum aerobic capacity. For most fit horses carrying a
rider, this is usually somewhere between a brisk walk and an easy jog. As
an added bonus, continuing low-level exercise flushes waste products
such as lactic acid from the muscles more efficiently than occurs at rest,
so the entire body benefits and recovers more quickly, while still
maintaining forward progress towards a check and veterinary help.

By adding bulk to a slow digestive tract, additional hormonal signals are
released that move the digestive tract higher on the priority list in line for
blood flow, thereby increasing intestinal activity. While the GI system 's
demands will not displace those of the cardiovascular or muscular system
during strenuous exercise, once the body recovers from emergency
status, blood flow and motility will more rapidly return if feed is in the
stomach. The bulkier the food item, the more the stomach walls are
stretched, and the more motilin (a hormone which triggers peristalsis) is
released. Therefore, whether at a check or out on the trail, encourage
continuous eating, preferably of moist, bulky forages such as green grass,
wet hay or soaked beet pulp. Avoid concentrates such as grain, which
can exacerbate colic and laminitis if the problem persists beyond a
temporary situation. Remember from last month that even before a crisis
state is reached, allowing for small, frequent meals along the trail benefits
hydration status as well. Since gut motility is so closely related to
hydration, continuous nibbling along the trail therefore provide
advantages in both areas.
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It is a common misconception that wheat bran mashes possess laxative
qualities to provide bulk and avoid impaction during endurance rides.
They do---for the rider! Humans and horses have vastly different digestive
systems and while bran (of any type) is poorly digested by the
monogastric species such as humans, dogs and pigs, thereby providing
bulk as it passes through the GI tract, this is not the case with herbivores,
such as horse, cattle or sheep. Horses are able to easily digest the fiber
in bran via microbial fermentation in the cecum and large colon, and thus
little or no additional bulk is produced to promote motility. Clinical
research has demonstrated that horses fed almost 50% of their total
ration in the form of wheat bran did not produce greater quantities of fecal
material, or produce feces of greater moisture content. So while sloppy
bran mashes are an acceptable feed at rides, and a good way to
introduce electrolytes, additional moisture and other feeds during a stop,
they should be viewed as a grain product, not as a significant source of
fiber to promote motility.

In the interest of providing feed with maximum bulk to promote motility,
pay attention to particle size of ride-day forages. Remember that motility
factors are triggered as the result of stretching stomach walls, and that
maximum stretch yields maximum motility. A pound of long-stem hay
yields the same total nutrition as a pound of pelleted hay, but the volume
of long-stem hay is significantly greater and therefore it's potential ability
to stretch stomach walls, even after chewing. Even if you normally feed
pelleted hay at home (and it is recommended that at least 50% of the hay
ration be in the form of pasture or long-stem hay to maintain gut integrity),
always provide long-stem hay at rides. Due to the relatively slow digestive
process of horses, always provide plenty of hay for several days before
the ride, including free-choice hay throughout the night before. If you
provide wet mashes at stops, consider soaked beet pulp mashes instead
of wheat bran. Beet pulp absorbs tremendous amounts of water during
soaking and provides significant moisture as well as bulk. Additional grain
products such as wheat bran, sweet feed or other concoctions can be
added to increase palatability and provide additional energy.

Although added fat as an energy source seems like a good common-
sense idea during rides, you're probably better off not providing significant
fats on ride day. Fats do indeed provide the primary source of energy
during endurance exercise, but if the horse is in reasonable body
condition---fit and muscular without staring ribs or hipbones---then he
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already has sufficient body fats on board to provide sufficient fatty acids
throughout the day. Adding additional fats during the ride, therefore, is
providing a fuel source already in good supply, at the expense of
attending to other critical issues. Because fat is such a concentrated
energy source, a meal high in fats tends to decrease total intake, thereby
decreasing the totalbulk needed to maintain gut motility. For this reason,
vegetable oil should not be added to ride-day mashes, and any added
rice bran to increase palatability should be provided as a condiment,
rather than the majority of the meal. Focus on green grass, long-stem hay
and well-soaked beet pulp to provide bulk throughout the day, with
additional grain sources to provide energy only if motility is being
maintained.

To summarize the main strategies in this article:

1. Recognize that poor motility is an indication of blood flow diversion
away from the digestive tract as the result of stress, and reduce the
intensity of exercise to allow blood flow to return. Maximum blood flow to
the GI tract occurs at approximately 20% of maximum aerobic capacity.
2. Remember the strong relationship between hydration and motility,
and maintain the latter by protecting the former.
3. Move the GI tract higher on the blood flow priority list by adding bulk
to the stomach to trigger release of endocrine motility factors and promote
peristalsis.
4. Utilize long-stem hays, green grass and soaked beet pulp rather
than wheat bran or high-fat feeds to maintain intestinal activity.

The next article will address strategies to maintain energy balance
during endurance exercise.
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Please note that the newsletter is FREE to members and associate members of
EGB who have indicated a wish to be in Offa’s Dyke Group.

For non members of Offa’s Dyke Group, we ask for £5.00 subscription per year for
the newsletter by post. Please send a cheque made payable to OFFA’S DYKE
BRANCH OF ENDURANCE GB to: Carolyn Edwards, Duart House, Brookfield
Road, Churchdown, Gloucestershire, GL3 2PF.

Alternatively, the newsletter can be downloaded free of charge from our website
‘news’ page. Some previous newsletters and archives are also available

Dates for your diary

Treworgan Charity Ride (not EGB) Sat 20 July

Cranham National Sun 28 July

Black MountainsFun Ride Sun 11 August

Bwlch Raid Fun Ride Sun 22 September (note new date)

Annual Awards Meeting Saturday 7 December

More information on the website ‘rides & events’ page

Web site: www.offasdykeegb.co.uk

HELP!
With the rising cost of printing and postage (now 50p for 2nd class stamp). It
would be a great saving for the group if more people could receive the
newsletter by email PDF or download it from the Website. If you’d like to try,
please email me. If you try and don’t like it you can always change back to a
paper copy at any time.


